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Nexant iHedge FTR Market Simulator provides proven software for 
strategizing in the ERCOT CRR market.

Overview
Nexant iHedge FTR Market Simulator performs auction clearing 
calculations for Congestion Revenue Rights (CRR) markets, including 
those conducted at ERCOT. The iHedge Simulator faithfully models all 
CRR bid/offer types and periods supported by ERCOT. It assists in the 
development of bidding strategies by performing authentic simulations 
of the auction clearing processes and by providing more detailed 
information about congestion paths, prices and awards. It facilitates 
the recreation of past CRR auctions and the analysis of future auction 
scenarios from published ERCOT data, so users can introduce simulated 
bid and other data variants. The iHedge Simulator is a proven decision 
support application for market participants acquiring or disposing of 
these financial instruments in ERCOT auctions.

Market proven
Increased visibility and transparency: ERCOT adopts a complete-
transparency policy in the CRR market that it administers. Before the 
bid submission window opens for an auction, ERCOT publishes vital data 
including the network model, contingencies, previously awarded CRRs 
and constraints, with the exception of budget constraints. After clearing 
the auction, ERCOT publishes the results - all bids and offers (anonymous), 
awards (not anonymous), clearing prices and congested paths.

Gain market advantage with improved 
CRR bidding strategies
Nexant iHedge™

Figure 1: CRR Market Simulation Steps



The iHedge Simulator processes the market data in three distinct steps and 
provides actionable intelligence to its users.

Step 1: Automated scenario construction
For each past ERCOT CRR auction, the Simulator automatically maps and merges 
the published data to create comprehensive input to its CRR auction clearing 
calculation engine. The user has the option to introduce variants in simulated 
bids and other data as appropriate.

Step 2: Auction clearing calculations
Since the clearing calculation engine and the power-system models and bid 
types are an exact replica of those used in the actual ERCOT auctions, the user is 
able to obtain a detailed analysis of the auction characteristics and results. The 
simulator’s case management and bid-modification interfaces allow the user to 
run multiple “what-if” experiments, which help investigate next-auction  
bid scenarios (price discovery), longer-term bid strategies, and award audits.

Step 3: Post auction analysis
The simulator clears the CRR auction and provides a wealth of information 
about the congested paths, the awarded bids and offers and prices. It gives 
the differential prices between actual and hypothetical CRR sources and sinks, 
for obligations and options. Generally, auction results can only show potential 
prices for CRR obligat nated source and sink as part of its auction post-analysis. 
The iHedge Simulator can also compute the expanded limits (ratings) of each 
element (thermal and non-thermal constraints) that has been oversold in prior 
CRR Auctions to exactly match the amount of CRRs that have been sold on that 
element. Additionally, the Simulator can indicate how the bid price can be 
refined so that the bid would clear at or near the requested MW. In addition, 
the Simulator can guide the user on how to adjust the requested MW in an 
attempt to decrease the auction clearing price. When analyzing the results of 
past auctions, the software application can answer questions such as: 

 (i) Why did my bids perform poorly 

 (ii) Who were my competitors on my desired paths?

Results:
A critical test of the iHedge Simulator is its ability to use published ERCOT 
auction data to produce results that are very close to the published results.  
The following simulation was run using published data for 13 consecutive 
months and comparisons were conducted for each of these months. One 
correlation is shown in Figure 2, which reveals a very close match between the 
total CRR MWs actually awarded in the ERCOT auction each month and the 
corresponding values from the iHedge Simulator.

For a representative single month, Figure 3 plots the MW and auction clearing 
price differences (on the Y axes) between the actual and simulated auctions 
for every individual CRR product (obligations & options) numbered along the X 
axes. Separate plots are displayed for 24 hour and non-24 hour products. It was 
observed that, apart from a number of outliers (generally for very small CRRs),  
the differences between the simulated and actual auction results were  
extremely small, due to the absence of budget constraints in the simulation.  
This further validates the iHedge Simulator’s results.

The iHedge Simulator has been successfully tested and proven in the ERCOT 
market and other markets around the world. The software application is ready  
for use by speculators and hedgers in the ERCOT CRR markets.

Figure 2: 13-month Net MW: A close match between 
Actual vs. Simulated auction results

Figure 3: MW and Price difference over a month:  
Actual vs. Simulation results
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